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Abstract—The objective of this work is to present a testing tool, which analyzes and evaluates drones during the flight in indoor environments. For this purpose, the framework Ptolemy II was extended for communication with real drones using the High-Level Architecture (HLA) for data exchanging and synchronization. The presented testing environment is extendable for other testing routines and is ready for integration with other simulation and analysis tools. In this paper, two failure detection experiments were performed, with a total of 20 flights for each one, which 80% were used to train a decision tree algorithm, and the other 20% flights to test the algorithm in which one of the propellers had an anomaly. The failure rate or detection rate was 70% for the first experiment and 90% for the second one.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), popularly known as drones, had acquired more importance in recent years. Due to its high aerodynamic capacity, drones are used in vigilance and rescue missions [1]. They can be remotely piloted or execute pre-programmed tasks, and since they are not manned, its size and weight are reduced compared with conventional aircraft. Nowadays, it is not uncommon to observe drones flying over our heads.

Every drone is susceptible to failure and accidents caused by drones are being occasioned due to malfunctions, which is not easy to foresee [2], [3]. This unpredictability brings risks to humans and may cause severe material and environmental damages.

One alternative is to monitor and verify the drone behavior in an indoor and controlled scenario. The monitoring might increase safety before tests in open spaces. This article proposes an environment for the elaboration and execution of tests using real drones to diagnose faults and abnormal behaviors. The system allows the configuration of various types of tests and analyzes drone behavior using a drag-and-drop approach. The concatenation of actors defines the path to be performed by the drone. Specific actors were implemented and integrated into the environment to perform diagnostics by analyzing telemetry data collected from the Drone during the flights.

For this, the Ptolemy II simulation environment was integrated into the Drone using the standard for interoperability of simulators, IEEE 1516 (HLA) [4]. This allows not only the integration of Ptolemy with the drone, but also opens the opportunity to integrate other simulators, like network simulator [5], ROS [6], embedded systems [7], SystemC [8], or even a group of diverse simulator [9].

In this work, the behavior of a physical drone in a controlled environment is analyzed. For this, two scenarios were configured: in the first one, the drone performs a free flight, only taking off, stopping, and landing. In the second one, a weight of 0.1 gram was added to one of the propellers. Thus, a diagnosis approach was implemented to detect the unbalancing problem.

Several groups of researchers around the world are seeking for new strategies to test or to evaluate drones, in this context, various works can be cited: [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15] and [16]. However, the integration of the drone with Ptolemy via HLA is not yet present in the literature. This results in the two main contributions of this work: 1) the development of a testing and diagnosis tool for drones using Ptolemy; and 2) the integration of drones via HLA to allow the developments of other tools in the future.

II. RELATED WORK

It is possible to find works, such as [17], which studies the influence in failures of the drones physical components and assess a change of performance after an occurrence of some damage.

The work of [17], as well in this research, analyzes the drone behavior during the flight. Nevertheless, the authors focus on analyzing vehicle behavior after the occurrence of failures in the aileron. Then, it verifies the flight performance of the drone damaged by the failure. Data collected from the sensors can be obtained and used to reconfigure the vehicle orientation system, while the present work focuses on the implementation of a test environment to analyze the drone behavior in a simulated environment for monitoring and analysis during the flight. The works of [18] and [19] also seek to monitor and evaluate the performance of drones flights, in both works are studied vehicles powered by solar energy seeking to realize long flights.
Many of the works that monitor the drone performance during flights seek to achieve results that help improve flight safety, such as in [20], which proposes an in-flight safety assessment, to upgrade safety by a statistical method or simulated tests in soil using HIL. In that study, it proposes a simulation method in which it seeks to test the drone response in front of input stimulus that simulates extreme adverse conditions and from this to evaluate the vehicle behavior checking the reactions to the stimulus received. Though our work evaluates drones behavior, we focus on the construction of a test environment in which can be used for any indoor test, as new actors can be developed and integrated to increase the set of possible tests and diagnosis.

The work of [21] brings a different approach. That study seeks to build a structure for quadcopters capable of communicating with a ground station, and through wireless communication, it is possible to monitor the vehicle positioning during the flight. That work is similar to the present study, as both aims at the construction of infrastructures to monitor the drones state in real-time, however, that work aims to present the data in a visual interface, while this work aims to perform analyzes using Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation, integrating the drone in real-time not only with our analysis tool but also with other tools in the future, using HLA.

### III. Architecture of the Environment for UAV Testing

In simulations following the High-Level Architecture (HLA) specification [4], each participant is a Federate, which sends and receives messages, and the set of all Federates in the same domain creates a Federation. The RTIG is the gateway that centralizes communication and is responsible for ensuring the delivery of messages in the correct order according to global time, called here, HLA time.

The proposed environment (Figure 1) is divided into three parts: Drone Federate, Ptolemy Federate, and RTIG/HLA. The Drone Federate is the embedded software in the drone itself and is responsible for sending commands to move the drone and also collect and publish data from the drone telemetry to the Federation. The Ptolemy Federate contains two components, one responsible for creating the test sequence and another one responsible for analyzing the telemetry data published by Drone Federate. The RTIG is responsible for communication and synchronization between the Federate Drone and Ptolemy Federate.

The Drone Federate uses PyHLA [22], and the Ptolemy Federate uses JCerti [23]. In Ptolemy, communication with HLA is performed by the actors: HLAManager, HLAPublisher, and HLASubscriber (Figure 1). For integration of Ptolemy with HLA, actors from Ptolemy distribution were used [24]. The actor HLAManager (Figure 1) is a special actor that does not process messages but ensures that the model time is consistent with the HLA time. This actor has no inputs or outputs ports. The role of the HLASubscriber actor is to bring the published values from the Federation and sending it to the model using its output ports. The HLAPublisher actor has the task of publishing updated values from the model to the Federation. A Federate can only send and receive updates of a particular object if it is registered for that. This requires that each Federate registers the publish and subscribe policies in advance [25].

The implementation of a test begins by setting the mission to be performed by the drone. The concatenation of actors (developed and added to the library of Ptolemy II) creates a mission (Table I). For example, for a drone to perform a square path, the drone must take off, move forward for 2 seconds at an acceleration of 0.25; move to left for 2 seconds at an acceleration of 0.25; move backwards for 2 seconds at an acceleration of 0.25, move to left for 2 seconds at an acceleration of 0.25 and then land.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DroneType</td>
<td>specifies the type of the drone</td>
<td>DroneType, NumberOfRepetitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TakeOff</td>
<td>performs takeoff procedure</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>performs landing procedure</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rover</td>
<td>keeps the drone in a fixed position</td>
<td>Time of rover</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Move the drone forward</td>
<td>Speed, TimeInSeconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backward</td>
<td>Move the drone back</td>
<td>Speed, TimeInSeconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Move the drone left</td>
<td>Speed, TimeInSeconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>Move the drone to right</td>
<td>Speed, TimeInSeconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurnLeft</td>
<td>Turns the drone 90 degrees to the left</td>
<td>Speed, TimeInSeconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TurnRight</td>
<td>Turns the drone 90 degrees to the right</td>
<td>Speed to right, TimeInSeconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveUp</td>
<td>increases the altitude of the drone</td>
<td>Speed, TimeInSeconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoveDown</td>
<td>decreases the altitude of the drone</td>
<td>Speed, TimeInSeconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the drone mission definition, the model is executed in Ptolemy. So a string containing the drone mission is published in the Federation to be read by Drone Federate. The Drone Federate reads the mission, starts the drone, and performs the defined mission. At the same time, it starts the collection and publication of drone telemetry data read from the sensors of the drone. The data published by Drone Federate is read in Ptolemy Federate and sent to the actor Drone Telemetry, which has the function of persistence, preparing data to generate charts and to be analyzed by specific actors to perform diagnosis.

In this work, we used the AR.Drone 2.0. The proposed environment can be adapted to any drone, as long as a
Drone Federate is developed specifically for the drone to be tested. In previous work, it was developed a system that can be embedded in any drone to command it and send telemetry data to a central computer [26]. In previous work, a Federate similar to that proposed here was developed, but for the monitoring of ground robots [6], [9].

Figure 1 shows an example of a concatenation of actors to define a mission to be performed by the drone. In this mission, the drone must: take off, rover, and land. Each movement actor has two parameters: speed, which defines how fast the action is performed, and time-in-seconds, which defines the duration of the movement in seconds. When starting the model, the actor Discrete Clock sends a signal to the first actor, the Drone Type, making the actor to transfer to the next actor a string containing an action to be carried out by drone (see Table I). The next actor in sequence upon receiving the action from the previous actor concatenates with its action and sends it to the next player in the sequence. In the end, a string containing a sequence of actions with all actors is forwarded to HLAPublisher actor, which publishes it through RTIG.

The Drone Federate (Figure 1) is implemented in a Raspberry Pi board (running the Raspbian operating system), and wi-fi adapter. The Raspberry can be replaced by a computer or another board model, which supports Python 2.0 language and the hardware needed to control the drone (if necessary). The board may be embedded in the drone, or not. This depends on the type of drone. For example, the ARDrone can be controlled externally via wifi and provides an API to control and data acquisition. The Drone Federate is implemented in DroneFederate.py (Figure 2 application written in Python 2.0). The DroneFederate.py application is responsible for receiving the test sequence published by Ptolemy Federate, control the drone for the execution of the defined mission and simultaneously collect and publish the telemetry data in the Federation.

The application uses two threads to perform these functions simultaneously. When running DroneFederate.py (Figure 2), initially three global variables are declared: 1) Mission, which receives the mission; 2) EndControl, which signals the end of the DroneControl; and 3) EndUpdate to signal the end of HLAPublisher thread. Following MyAm-
bassador object is created (class containing methods for connection with RTIG/HLA) and then the Drone Federate is included in the Federation. The program then waits for the publication (by Ptolemy Federate) of the string containing the mission of the drone. Upon receiving the mission, the Mission variable changes its value to the right, and the program execution continues. Then, two threads are initialized: Drone Control and HLAUpdate. Drone Control executes the movement of the drone, and HLAUpdate collects the telemetry data during the flight of the drone and publishes them to the Federation (to be read by Ptolemy Federate).

In Fault Detection module (Figure 1), the HLAObject Subscribe actor get the telemetry data published by Drone Federate and forwards them to the Drone Telemetry actor. The actor Drone Telemetry has the treatment function and persistence of the received data. The actor is composed of input and output ports corresponding to the attributes used by the HLA Drone class (Listing 1).

The actor receives the telemetry data from the input ports, saves them in CSV files and forwards them through the respective output ports. The received data is used to generate graphics, and for failure detection by an actor, which implements an algorithm based on machine learning.

Listing 1. Class Drone defined to be used by HLA for message exchanging.

```
1 (class drone
2 ( attribute id reliable timestamp)
3 ( attribute isFly reliable timestamp)
4 ( attribute tMilli reliable timestamp)
5 ( attribute battery reliable timestamp)
6 ( attribute altitude reliable timestamp)
7 ( attribute pitch reliable timestamp)
8 ( attribute roll reliable timestamp)
9 ( attribute yaw reliable timestamp)
10 ( attribute speedX reliable timestamp)
11 ( attribute speedY reliable timestamp)
12 ( attribute speedZ reliable timestamp)
13 ( attribute pwmMotor1 reliable timestamp)
14 ( attribute pwmMotor2 reliable timestamp)
15 ( attribute pwmMotor3 reliable timestamp)
16 ( attribute pwmMotor4 reliable timestamp)
17 ( attribute gps reliable timestamp)
18 ( attribute mission reliable timestamp)
19 )
```

IV. EXPERIMENTS

To verify the relevance of the proposed environment, two full testing procedure, and diagnosis of a drone AR.Drone 2.0 was performed. For the first one, a simple mission was configured to be carried out by the drone. The mission consists of taking the drone off, staying in rover state for 2 minutes and land. For the second, the mission consists of taking the drone off, staying in rover state for 10 seconds, move the drone forward, staying in rover state for 2 seconds, move drone backward, staying in rover state for 2 seconds and land.

During the execution of the missions, the drone telemetry data is collected and published in the Federation. Actor Drone Telemetry has read these data in Ptolemy Federate. The actor stored the Drone Telemetry data and sent them to be analyzed by an actor named Fault Detection using an algorithm based on artificial intelligence, explicitly implemented for these experiments. In the end, this actor presents a diagnosis of the drone, based on the analyzed data. An image with the interface of the simulator in action can be seen in Figure 3. A complete video can be watched on http://tiny.cc/bmz99y.

The main objective of the experiments was to confirm whether it is possible, using the proposed environment, diagnose an anomalous behavior of the tested drone during the flight. For this, for each experiment, twenty flights were conducted without any abnormality inserted, and other twenty flights with an inserted an unbalanced propeller in motor 4. The anomaly was inserted with adhesive tape with 5 cm by 2 cm, on the edge of the propeller. This tape weights approximately 0.2 gram and introduces a subtle unbalance in the propeller. The flights were conducted in a closed environment without the interference of external factors such as wind. These data were used to Fault Detection actor training.

The Fault Detection actor implements a known machine learning algorithm called Decision Tree using scikit-learn library [27]. The main objective of the Fault Detection actor is to immediately detect anomalies inserted to the drone, or not. The actor classifies the flight as stable (without fault) or unstable (with some anomaly). The algorithm has been trained with saved data from previous flights.

For each experiment, the data was divided as follows: 80% of the stable flights (no anomaly) and 80% of the bad flights (with the anomaly) for training, and 20% of stable flights and 20% of unstable flights for testing. To choose which algorithm would be used, a program was implemented to test the accuracy of the following algorithms: Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, and Support Vector Machine. This program was executed 1000 times. The best performance was achieved by the Decision Tree approach, with 85.3% hit rate. A comparison between the algorithms
TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Number of tests</th>
<th>Accurate Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naïve Bayes</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Vector Machines</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>70.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After collecting data and training the Fault Detection actor, six flights were performed. The data collected during these flights were passed to the actor Fault Detection for the diagnosis. A single parameter was selected from telemetry to be analyzed (see Table III). After a sequence of graphical analysis, the Yaw parameter was chosen. This parameter gave a clear distinction between a flight with and without the inserted anomaly (Figure 4). Improve the hit rate of the diagnosis algorithm is not within the scope of this work, but offer the possibility to do that.

Fig. 4. Yaw values during flights

TABLE III

PARAMETERS OF THE DRONE UNDER ANALYSIS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Method in AR.Drone</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>getBattery()[0]</td>
<td>Returns the battery level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2    | Pitch              | NavData["demo"][2][0] | Get the pitch angle θ in
milli-degrees                        |
| 3    | Roll               | NavData["demo"][2][1] | Get the roll angle ϕ in
milli-degrees                         |
| 4    | Yaw                | NavData["demo"][2][2] | Get the yaw angle ψ in
milli-degrees                         |
| 5    | Altitude           | NavData["altitude"][8] | Returns the Drone Altitude           |
| 6    | Linear Speed in X | NavData["demo"][4][0] | Get the estimated
speed in X in m/s                   |
| 7    | Linear Speed in Y | NavData["demo"][4][1] | Get the estimated
speed in Y in m/s                   |
| 8    | Estimated Linear Speed in Z | NavData["demo"][4][2] | Get the estimated
speed in Z in m/s                   |

As expected, the drone executed the sequence of movements defined in the test environment, and the data that was collected from drone was sent to the actor Drone Telemetry through HLA. For the first experiment, twenty flights of 60 seconds each were performed. During each flight, about 11,000 samples were collected containing all parameters listed in Table III, which means 183 samples per second. Half of these flights had no anomaly inserted and the other half with an anomaly. For the second experiment, twenty flights of 28 seconds each were performed. During each flight, about 3,500 samples were collected containing all parameters, which means 58 samples per second. Half of these flights had no anomaly inserted and the other half with an anomaly.

For the first experiment (Table IV), with flights without abnormality an accuracy rate of 60% was achieved, i.e., for 10 flights without inserted anomaly, 6 were correctly identified as stable, and 4 were incorrectly identified as unstable. For flights with abnormality the accuracy rate was 80%. For the second experiment, flights without abnormality achieved a 90% accuracy rate. For flights with abnormality was achieved an accuracy rate of 90%. The results show that on more complex missions, the rate of correct answers was higher. For a more accurate result, more flights would be necessary to train the algorithm, as well as adjustments in the algorithm configuration parameters (Decision Tree). We remind that the Fault Detection is not one of the main objectives of this work. We also observed that the battery cost for flights with the anomaly is higher than the flights without the anomaly, as can be observed in Figure 5.

VI. Conclusion

Due to the characteristics of the HLA, the environment could be integrated with any other drones or other simulation and analysis tools. The experiments satisfactorily
demonstrated the operation and functionality of the environment. An accuracy rate of 70% was obtained even with a small number of training flights and without fine adjustments in the Decision Tree algorithm, neither any signal filtering.

As future work, we intend to focus on the use of the environment to implement tests that perform accurate diagnoses of drones. For this we intend to increase the historical database of drones, in order to train the actors for detection of failures; create new fault-detection actors based on other algorithms and other techniques; test new parameters, as well as combining them to increase the accurate rate; insert control modules for new drones, for example those controlled by ArduPilot; and increase the number of actions and include sensors, like ultrasonic and image capture.
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